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ZHENGZHOU FENGHUA INDUSTRYCO., LTD.

Textile Darning Repair Work Bench

FengHua Industry
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I. Main Functions:

The product is a kind of equipment special for textile repair developed by

the company under the suggestion and guidance of relevant museum

experts. The development of the product replaces previous old-style

wooden desk repair table, with many kinds of repair holes designed

according to area and shape of cultural relic to be repaired, applying

new-type import flocking steel plate for worktop on whose surface there is

a layer of soft fine hairs. High quality cold-roll steel plates are placed

behind the layer of soft fine hairs. There are two cabinets set under work

bench, cabinet with LED slab light source on the left, cabinet for textile

starching on the right, each one respectively with three lengthened drawers,

being able to store tools or other articles.

II. Technical Parameters:

1. There are 2 long darning holes, 280mm and 200mm, and three

different round darning holes, φ120mm, φ80mm, and φ60mm, set on

work bench surface;

2. Left cabinet is equipped with a LED slab light source with lamp

voltage of 12V, a 220V-to-12V power supply, and a light modulator

used for adjustment of brightness;

3. There is a LED long arm table lamp with lamp voltage of 12V, and a

220V-to-12V power supply placed on worktop.
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III. Operating Method:

1. Firstly, place article to be repaired on worktop, inspect damage

position, size and shape of articles, and then select thru holes on work

bench according to shape and area of damage surface to be repaired.

2. Open LED slab light source under worktop, light may be penetrated

from worktop darning hole; title article to be repaired against light

source hole, with reverse exposed to light source so that defects of

articles to be repaired will be exposed more clearly and worker can

more easily and accurately repair them.

3. Worker can title articles on worktop for sticking and ironing when he

carries out leveling treatment against articles.

4. Worktop is made of new type flocking steel plate materials, with

surface likes flannel, and back of high quality cold-rolled steel plate,

so any position may apply magnet to smash and tighten articles to be

repaired.

5. Worktop is equipped with a long arm table lamp which can be opened

for illumination when there is insufficient light on the front.

IV. Matters Needing Attention:

1. LED slab light source is equipped with power supply of 220V;

examine whether voltage conforms to the requirement when one is

using the above to avoid the occurrence of accident.

2. In long-term of outage, external power line should be pulled up.

3. Worktop only applies to lighter articles such as textile, and heavy

articles are not allowed to smash worktop to avoid transformation of
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worktop.

V. Illustration:

VI. Accessories Included

1. Textile darning work bench 1 (quantity)

2. Cabinet without light source 1 (quantity)

3. Cabinet with light source (with book repair plate) 1 (quantity)

4. Magnet 20 (quantity)

5. Table lamp 1 (quantity)

6. Instruction for Use 1 (quantity)

7. Product Qualification Certificate 1(quantity)


